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Risk Simulation Goals


Project risks and uncertainties are simulated to determine:
–

Project risks that require maximum attention

–

Project targets that can be met with sufficient
probabilities

–

Contingency reserves that must be created to meet
project targets

–

Current probabilities of meeting project targets

–

Resources required for reliable achievement of
project targets

–

Project activities that require maximum attention

Risk Simulation Methods




The common risk simulation method is the Monte Carlo
technique that simulates project execution many times, each
time with new, randomly selected initial data, based on the
expected probability distributions.
After thousands of iterations, the probability distributions of
project results stored and analyzed.

Risk Simulation Methods






Another risk simulation method available to Spider Project
users is 3-scenarios method.
The user creates the optimistic, the most likely, and the
pessimistic versions of project model and comes up with three
estimates of final results for the project (duration, cost, etc.).
Based on these estimates, the probability distributions of
project results are created.

Risk Simulation Methods




In this presentation, we will discuss both of these methods
together with their respective strengths and weaknesses
Spider Project users can select the method to use in
concrete projects, depending on their project’s risk structure,
project size, initial data reliability, available time, and other
factors that we will discuss later.

Risk Simulation Requirements


To be reliable, Risk Simulation must:
–

Take into account all existing constraints and
restrictions, including resource constraints, material
supply constraints, funding restrictions, etc.

–

Simulate possible risk events and risk responses to
be applied by the management in case these events
do occur

–

Simulate risk responses and corrective actions to be
taken by the management in case project
performance gets worse (or better) than expected as
a result of risk events

Risk Simulation Requirements






To meet risk simulation requirements, one has to be able to
use the GERT network that includes the probabilistic and
conditional branches and simulates potential loops in
project execution.
The model must simulate original uncertainty, existing
dependencies between project parameters, and how the
project will be managed in real life.

Most of the available risk simulation tools do not
meet these requirements.

Risk Simulation Problems




Let's start with discussing risk simulation problems typical for
most of the available risk simulation tools.
These problems include:
–

Simulating the result of uncertainty rather than its
source

–

Missing the correlations between the probability
distributions of project parameters

–

Missing the corrective actions to be taken if a risk
event occurs and threatens project objectives

–

Using leveling heuristics other than those employed for
managing projects with resource constraints

Simulating the results of uncertainty
rather than its source










Let's consider a simple project consisting of a single activity,
the volume of work for this activity is 80 pieces.
Activity duration depends on the assigned resource’s
productivity with the optimistic estimate of 1.25 pc/hour, the
most likely estimate being 1 pc/hour, and the pessimistic
estimate of 0.8 pc/hour.
The workday is 8 hours
Thus, the optimistic duration of the activity/project is 8 days,
the most likely, 10 days, and the pessimistic, 12.5 days.
The source of uncertainty is the assigned resource’s
productivity – however, most risk simulation packages do not
work with resource productivity and only simulate duration
uncertainty.

Simulating the result of uncertainty rather
than its source






Let's assume that we have selected a triangular probability
distribution of initial data
The results of simulations of productivity uncertainty and
duration uncertainty for the same project are different. Not
only the probability distributions but also the probabilities of
meeting certain targets do not match.

The Monte Carlo simulation should be applied to
the sources of risks.

Simulation of productivity uncertainty
The probability of finishing earlier than in 10 days is 55.39%

Simulation of duration uncertainty
The probability of finishing earlier than in 10 days is 44.95%

Missing the correlations between probability
distributions of project parameters




Let's assume that we decided to create a more detailed
model of our project and, instead of one activity with the
most likely duration of 10 days, created a path of ten
activities with the most likely duration of 1 day each and
the same distribution of activity duration (-20%, +25%).
Project duration probability distribution will change and the
probability of finishing earlier than in 10 days becomes
28.84% instead of 44.95%.

Duration probability distribution for the
project consisting of 10 activities
Both distributions are shown in the same screen:

Missing the correlations between probability
distributions of project parameters






Activity duration depends on the productivity of the
assigned resources: the higher the productivity, the faster
all activities will be performed.
Therefore the durations of all 10 activities are strongly
correlated with each other.

It is not easy to set correlations between durations
for all activities executed by the same resources
and therefore the probabilities calculated using the
Monte Carlo method may be incorrect.

Missing the corrective actions to take if a risk
event occurs and threatens project objectives








When projects are late and over budget, corrective actions
are taken.
The Monte Carlo method should simulate these corrective
actions in the respective iterations. It means that the project
model must include conditional branches “if … then” and risk
simulation software must automatically select the right
branch, based on the predefined conditions.
Besides, your software must be able to work with risk events
and probabilistic branches activated by certain probabilities in
case of occurrence of risk events.

If risk responses and corrective actions are not
simulated, the probability distributions shown by MC
will be incorrect.

Using leveling heuristics other than those used
for managing projects with resource constraints








Project constraints may include resource, supply, and
funding restrictions to be taken into account in all MC
iterations.
Risk simulation software must use the same leveling
heuristics as the one used in PM software for project
resource management. Otherwise MC probability
distributions will be incorrect.
Different software packages, however, use their own
leveling algorithms and create different resourceconstrained schedules for the same projects.

Any external risk simulation tool is not reliable
when project schedule has resource constraints.

Creating the Right Project Model




To be used as a reliable tool for project planning, risk
simulation, and decision making, your project model must
be able to simulate reality.
In this presentation, we will discuss what is necessary for
correct risk simulation although there are many other
requirements, in particular, for simulating project resource
work and assignments.

Simulating Data Uncertainty






Project risks include risk events and data uncertainty.
Most project parameters like activity duration, resource
productivity, volumes of work, etc. are uncertain. For these
uncertain parameters it is necessary to enter their
optimistic, most likely and pessimistic estimates as well as
expected probability distributions.
It is more difficult to simulate uncertainties in the activity
and resource calendars. For the calendars, the user must
set the optimistic, most likely and pessimistic calendars
that may have different work days and work hours.

Simulating Risk Events








Risk events are simulated by special activities called
Triggers.
A trigger is an activity with zero duration and a certain
probability of occurrence.
A trigger activity may have several outgoing dependencies,
each with its own probability (total probability of all
outgoing dependencies is 100%).
Each dependency is the beginning of a path that simulates
a chain of activities planned to be executed in case of
certain outcomes of risk event.

Probabilistic and Conditional Branches






Thus, a project model can include the probabilistic
branches that follow certain outcomes of a risk event and
include the planned risk response actions.
Project risks may threaten project objectives and corrective
actions may be required, such as speeding up the
remaining works by using additional resources or different
calendars.
A project model may include activities called Switches that
select how the project will be executed, based on certain
predefined conditions.

Switch Activities








Switch is a zero duration activity with two possible states:
Yes or No. If Yes, one branch of succeeding activities is
selected, if No, another branch.
The state of a switch activity can be selected manually
(which is useful for what-if evaluations) or using the
respective formulas.
Example: if a switch activity’s scheduled start is later than
a certain date, then it’s state is Yes, otherwise it’s No.
Switch activities are used for creating conditional branches
in project models.

Project model for risk analysis


Project model developed for risk simulation and analysis
must include:
–

The ranges of uncertain project data (optimistic, most
likely, and pessimistic values)

–

The main risk events (triggers) followed by
probabilistic branches

–

Switches that launch corrective actions when project
risks endanger project goals.

Purpose of risk analysis




Risk simulation and analysis must determine contingency
reserves to be created for reliably meeting the predefined
project targets, or setting reliable targets that may be
achieved with sufficient probability.
Project contingency reserve (PCR) is the difference
between target value and planned value. PCRs may be
created for project duration, cost or any other uncertain
parameter including user-defined parameters.

Example






The approach to Monte Carlo risk simulation used by
Spider Project can be illustrated with an example shown in
the next slide.
This project includes creating something and then testing
it. The test may be successful and in this case the project
proceeds to the final phase. If the test fails, this something
is improved and re-tested.
In our example, the probability of the test failing is 50% for
the first time, 30% for the second time, and 10% for the
third time.

Example






If a switch activity happens later than March 15, we add
resources to the final activity to do it faster.
Uncertainty was entered as a range of duration data for all
activities except Final. For the Final activity, we entered a
range of assigned resource productivity.
In the schedule shown in the previous slide, all tests have
failed and the project is late, so the switch automatically
selected the branch where the final activity execution was
accelerated by assigning additional resources.

Example


Project duration probability distribution for our example:

Example




You may notice that the above distribution has only two
peaks instead of three, which could have been expected
with three consecutive triggers in the schedule.
However, our planned corrective action minimized the third
trigger’s impact on schedule duration although the project
cost will increase if the third trigger occurs.

Another Example






The previous example showed how Spider Project
simulates risk events and the respective corrective actions.
However, in our further discussion of Spider Project risk
management technique and approaches, we will use
another Sample project: the construction of 1 km road.
This project is shown in the next slide.

Another Example


In this project, activity durations are calculated as volumes
of work divided by the assigned resource productivity
which is uncertain:

Probability Distributions




Spider Project simulates initial data uncertainty: resource
productivity, material requirements, costs per volume unit,
etc.
After MC risk simulation, we obtained probability
distributions for main project parameters.

Project Targets






Project targets are set, based on the probability distribution
analysis.
Let's set project targets for the cost (2,920,000 coins with
68.31% probability), duration and finish (34 days, Finish on 08
Sep16) with 80.28%.
The chances to achieve both targets are much lower – only
60.65%

What is unique in Spider Project
Monte Carlo simulation








Monte Carlo simulation can be used for resource-constrained
schedules and takes into account all existing constraints
including funding, supply, and space restrictions
Spider Project simulates original data uncertainty such as
resource assignment productivity, material requirements per
volume unit, etc.
Spider Project automates correlation between cost and
duration for activities of the same type
Spider Project simulates risk events together with potential
responses and corrective actions

Monte Carlo simulation of resourceconstrained schedules




Resource-constrained schedules created for the same
projects by different tools are different. This is due to the
absence of mathematical solution for finding the best
(shortest) schedule when project resources are constrained.
Project management tools use different leveling heuristics
based on proprietary algorithms.
If one tool is used for project resource management and
another is used for the Monte Carlo risk analysis, the results
may be misleading because the MC tool simulates a
different resource assignment process.

Monte Carlo simulation
of resource-constrained schedules


Let's have a look at the resource-constrained schedules
calculated for the same project by Microsoft Project and Spider
Project:

Monte Carlo simulation
of resource-constrained schedules
We have entered the same
duration range (-25%,
+50%) and triangular
distributions of activity
durations, and obtained
different probability
distributions for project
duration with MS Project
(upper distribution) and
Spider Project .
The probability of finishing the
project faster than in 25
workdays is 81.25% for
Spider Project users and 1%
for MS Project users.

Monte Carlo simulation
of resource-constrained schedules






The external risk simulation tools use their own algorithms for
resource-constrained scheduling and, therefore, probability
distributions created by these tools may be incorrect (like in our
example).
The same target will be achieved with 80% probability with
Spider Project and with less that 1% probability with Microsoft
Project.

Warning: It’s unwise to rely on the external software
tools to simulate risks in resource-constrained
schedules!

Three Scenarios




Spider Project users may create three project scenarios,
based on the data entered for the Monte Carlo simulation:
optimistic, most likely and pessimistic.
We recommend to use the optimistic version based on the
optimistic estimates of project parameters for managing
project workforce and manage contingency reserves.

Three Scenarios






The Optimistic, Most Likely and Pessimistic project
versions have different finish dates and costs.
We know the minimum, maximum and most likely values
for each project parameter and, based on these values, we
set up probability distribution based on the predefined
shapes of probability curves.
We selected the shapes that are not as sharp as those
created by the Monte Carlo simulation, keeping in mind
that the estimates made by humans may be too optimistic.

Three Scenarios




Three-scenarios risk analysis for our project provided us with
the following results:
The probability of meeting the 34-day duration target is
65.8% and the probability of spending less than 2,920,000
ducats is 66.2%

Critical Schedule


Three-scenarios risk analysis includes creating the Critical
Schedule: resource-constrained schedule calculated
backwards from the target date.

Project Buffers








The difference between the dates in the critical schedule
and current schedule shows time reserves for the project
and its activities.
If these reserves have already been used, the chances of
meeting project time targets are very low.
The project buffer (the difference between the target value
and the project value) will be consumed during project
execution.
If it is consumed faster than expected, the probability of
project success shrinks.

Success-Driven Project Management








Project risk analysis must be performed with each project
update. Newly discovered risks must be included in the
project model, the old risks may disappear, and uncertainty
may change.
When we enter new data, we must run risk simulation
(using the Monte Carlo or Three scenarios) and calculate
current probabilities of meeting project targets.
If success probability trends are negative, corrective
actions may be considered.
The next slide shows what it looks like.

Success-Driven Project Management








You may have noticed that, while the probabilities calculated
using the Monte Carlo and Three scenarios methods are
different, success probability trends are similar.
Thus, both methods provide us with the same information
about project performance: whether our chances to meet
project targets are increasing or shrinking.
The Monte Carlo simulation is much more time-consuming
and more accurate but our initial data is never quite accurate
and this advantage is thus insignificant.
The three-scenarios method is less accurate but much faster
and easier to use.

Success-Driven Project Management








The best project performance indicator is success
probability trend.
Traditional methods of project performance analysis such
as Earned Value analysis, variance analysis, and trend
analysis estimate the past performance.
Success probabilities look to the future. The past
performance can be excellent but new risks may be
identified and reduce the probabilities of meeting project
targets.
Success probability trends inform project managers if
corrective actions must be considered.

Conclusions




A reliable quantitative risk analysis must take into account
the following:
–

Identified risk events

–

Initial data uncertainty

–

All project constraints

–

Corrective actions that may be taken when project
objectives are threatened

Risk simulation software that does not simulate all of the
above cannot provide reliable probability distributions for
project parameters

Conclusions








Using external tools for risk simulation is not reliable when
project resources are limited or other project constraints
exist
Risk identification, estimation and simulation must be done
regularly (preferably with each project update)
Success probability trends are the best indicators of project
performance
Positive trends show that contingency reserves are
consumed slower than expected while negative trends
suggest that corrective actions might be considered

Conclusions








The Monte Carlo method is accurate but initial data used
for risk simulation is not
With large projects, the Monte Carlo simulation is very
time-consuming, which makes it hard to do regularly
The method of three scenarios is less accurate but
provides the same information on success probability
trends as the Monte Carlo method
Three Scenarios is a very fast, intuitive and easy to use
technique, very convenient for regular analysis of
success probability trends

Thank you!

Questions?

E-mail:
smt@spiderproject.com
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